Transformation.Enabled.

Becoming a sub-agent
for

Introducing Master Agency
Konekt is a technology enabler
created from the experience
and innovation of Nuvias UC
and Siphon. Our disruptive, next
generation technologies help drive
service providers, resellers, and
vendors forward. Cloud technology
simplifies end-user processes.
Konekt simplifies the deployment for
reseller and service providers.
One step towards making cloud
management and migration easier is the
master agency model. We are a master
agent for Zoom. This means that partners of
Konekt (and Nuvias UC) can become
sub-agents by referring end-user
opportunities to Zoom, they’ll put in the
work to close the deal and the partner will
still receive commission from the sale of
the licence. Sounds great, right? Recurring
revenue with minimal effort.

Why is becoming a sub-agent
the right thing for our partners?

Easy scalability

No upfront
costs for stock

Sub-agent
benefits
Represent
Zoom’s product
suite

Simple and
streamlined sales
engagement

No financial risk

Receive commission for
lifetime of deal
Not mentioning the below benefits, exclusively from Konekt:

Partner
Enablement

Deal
Registration

Lead
Generation

Hardware
attach

Utilise the
knowledge from
our sales teams
to help drive
your business
forward.

Let us save you
some time by
taking care of
deal reg on your
behalf.

Finding new
opportunites,
together. We will
pass you SQLs as
a thanks for your
loyalty.

Our unique
ZoomBOXED
bundles simplify
Zoom hardware
procurement
and deployment.

Step-by-Step Process

FAQ
Q: How do I register as a sub-agent?

Reseller signs contract to become a sub-agent

Sub-agent finds an opportunity

Sub-agent registers the opportunity through the
Zoom deal registration portal
Zoom will then work with the sub-agent and
end-user to scope the license opportunity
Konekt works with sub-agent to ensure end-to-end
support, deal progression and hardware attach
Zoom close the lisence opportunity and signs direct
contract between the end-user and Zoom.

Zoom transact directly with end-user (month 1)

Zoom pay the commission to Konekt (month 2)

Konekt pay the commission to sub-agent (month 2)
Commission continues to flow down each month
for the lifetime of the deal!

A: After letting the Konekt team know you’re interested
in becoming a sub-agent, we will ask you to register to
XTRM – a global, secure payment platform. You then
follow the explained step-by-step process right up to
the payment, which will be handled via XTRM.
Q: How do I register deals from then onwards?
A: You will be registered on Zoom’s partner portal
where you can raise deal reg requests. This will then be
reviewed by Zoom and they will get a call booked in
with their sales team, you, and your customer.
Q: Will I be assigned a new account manager for
Konekt?
A: No, we want to withhold existing relationships. Your
current Nuvias UC account manager will be your point
of contact for all Zoom enquiries. They can liaise with
Konekt if needed.
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